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‘Welcome Home’ to a Lifestyle of Simplicity,
Prayer, Community, and Service

By Grace Kurzweil

Over February break, six Mercy girls traveled to Nazareth Farm in Salem, West Virginia
on a service learning trip to step out of their comfort zones to immerse themselves in the four
cornerstones of the farm: community, service, prayer, and simplicity. When the students stepped
out of the car, they were immediately given hugs by every staff member as though they had been
friends their entire lives. Providing an instant, unexpected sense of belonging to a community,
this moment proved memorable to everyone on the trip. Junior Amelia Goff remarks, “I was not
expecting there to be such a sense of community at Nazareth Farm as there was. I could not have
been more wrong since this thought was immediately struck down when we arrived and were
greeted with hugs
and told ‘Welcome
home!’”
Home is exactly
what Nazareth Farm
became to these
students throughout
the week. Rising
early each morning
to work on chores
around the farm (such
as composting and
stacking firewood)
before morning prayer
and breakfast provided
the opportunity for
students to contribute
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to the inner working
Magioncalda, Mrs. Keister. Front left to right: Jackie Keister, Rory Herrema of the farm as well as
appreciate the fresh
air during the early hours when the sun just touched the top of the mountain beside Nazareth
Farm. Though waking up early and working before breakfast is not what many students opt to
do over school break, Goff adds, “embrace your experience there. The more you embrace the
lifestyle, the more you will gain from the experience.”
Throughout the week, the Mercy students, along with students from Iona Preparatory Academy in New Rochelle, New York, helped homeowners repair house flooring and build a porch with
a roof. These repairs are necessary for the safety of homeowners and their
families so that they can live safely and comfortably
in their homes. While working in small
groups and learning how to use power
tools, the students at the farm not only
formed strong bonds of friendship, but

also witnessed the impact of poverty on families’ lives. Throughout the week, the homeowners
greeted the students only with joy and joined the work groups in prayer. The students learned true
humility and appreciation for the community through the model of the homeowners they worked
with. Jackie Keister, a sophomore, recalls that she didn’t know what to expect on the retreat
before attending, but she “developed a second home and a deeper connection to [her] school and
the other volunteers who attended.”
At Nazareth Farm, the students realized that calling a place home also meant treasuring it,
making sacrifices to keep it clean and free of pollutants. Living simply for the week at the farm,
students enjoyed two outdoor, five-gallon-bucket showers and one indoor five-minute shower
during the week. In addition to conserving water, they also reduced the amount of waste they generated by composting food scraps to nurture the soil in Nazareth Farm’s garden. The staff at Nazareth Farm reminded the students that while conserving water and composting may come easily
at Nazareth Farm because of its unique environment and isolation from the business of school or
work, they are responsible for bringing these environmentally friendly habits back to their homes
and schools despite challenges and the rush of everyday life.
Throughout the week, students were given the opportunity to design and lead morning prayer
centered around one of the Catholic Social Teachings: human dignity, family and community,
rights and responsibilities of workers, option for the poor, dignity of work, solidarity, and care
for God’s creation. In an effort to further connect with each other and consider the true meaning
behind each day’s prayers, students were encouraged to “pray from the heart,” rather than follow
written prayers.
In addition to leading prayer together, because the students spent most of each day with
their small work groups away from the farm, they shared both funny and sad moments together,
supporting each other as a family. Mr. Ormiston, a Mercy biology teacher who chaperoned for
the Nazareth Farm trip for the first time, recalls that his favorite moment of the trip was centered around this family bond. Just before the students climbed into their vans to part ways and
head home, possibly never meeting each other again, they shared a group hug. For senior Rory
Herrema (who was part of Mr. Ormiston’s work group), this was her second good-bye, having
also visited Nazareth Farm the previous year. Goff also felt the same bond and appreciation for
the friendships she had made in her group, because “sharing such memorable experiences with
everyone at Nazareth Farm made the trip unforgettable. They have become my second family.”
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Mercedes Literary Magazine Upholds NCTE
Superior Standards
By Lola DeAscentiis
Congratulations to all who contributed to the 2019 issue of Mercedes! Recently, Mercy’s
annual art and literary magazine, Mercedes, was recognized by the National Council of English
Teachers (NCTE) due to its incredible layout and content. Each year, the NCTE holds a contest
for its Recognizing Excellence in Art and Literary Magazine (REALM) awards. Magazines from
across the country enter this competition in hopes of winning, and Mercedes has placed for the
past three years!
This year, they were ranked in the superior category, which is the second highest. Only thirteen other high school literary magazines in the state of New York were given this recognition.
To qualify for the superior category, the magazine had to receive an 86-100. This is especially
significant for Mercedes, seeing that this was also their 95th publication.

The contesting magazines are judged based on their literary work (content and quality, rhetorical variety, and editing and proofreading) and design and graphics (artistic quality and front matter, credits, and pagination). Due to its outstanding writing, variety of genres, meticulous editing,
consistent layout, and overall design, Mercedes exceeded in all five categories.
Mercedes received this award under the leadership of senior Laura Giugno, who is the editor.
Giugno, alongside Mrs. Kurzweil and the student magazine staff, gave their time and effort into
putting the magazine together. It is their commitment and dedication to the magazine, along with
contributions from various talented high school artists and writers, that allowed Mercedes to obtain this achievement. Congratulations to all who participated, the faculty and students are looking
forward to this year’s publication.

Actions of Susan B. Anthony Continue to
Inspire Hearts to be Fires of Change
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By Lola DeAscentiis

“How can you not be all on fire?...I really believe I shall explode if some of you young women
don’t wake up” - Susan B. Anthony, 1893. As stated by the famous women’s rights activist herself, young women have the power to create change and advocate for justice if they are willing to
do so. As a school that has “young women ‘’ right in its name, this quote rings true here especially
here at Mercy, where young women are being shaped into leaders everyday. That is why this past
February, the bicentennial of Susan B. Anthony was celebrated through a variety of events that
Mercy participated in, both in and outside of school.
Since Susan B. Anthony’s birthday was on Saturday, February 15, most of these festivities
happened the week before. During that week, the seventh grade English classes teamed up with
the freshman leadership classes to analyze her famous “Is it a Crime” speech. This speech, which
Miss Anthony gave several times in 1872 and
1873, was created in response to her arrest for
having voted in a presidential election. While the
speech specifically focused on why she deemed
her arrest unfair, the big picture ideas that it
contains are an excellent reflection of her intelligence, courage, and approach to the injustices
that existed in 19th century America. This is why
Mrs. DeMulder and Mrs. Good chose to use this
speech, which helped the students better understand why Susan B. Anthony should be honored.
Seventh grader Caelyn Ford shared that she
learned about “what Susan B Anthony stood for
and that she was living proof that you can change
the world through perseverance and knowledge”
through this activity.
During their time together, the seventh and
ninth grade students read Miss Anthony’s speech
out loud and then broke up into small groups
to discuss its importance and answer reflection
questions. These questions helped the students
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to understand the tactics used by Anthony and

her fellow suffragists. In this speech, Miss Anthony uses many words and phrases that can be
found in the United States Constitution, such as “we the people,” which was meant to prove the
point that this nation was founded on the principles of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
Therefore, she contended, men and women alike deserve to be treated the same under the law. By
answering questions related to this and other aspects of the speech, they were able to feel connected to Anthony and understand why she is such an important woman to celebrate, especially
because she was voted and arrested right here in her hometown of Rochester, New York! As stated
by freshman Ioana Geba, “learning about the courage, determination, and hard work of Susan B.
Anthony was an inspiring experience. As Mercy students, we are taught to be leaders in the world,
and I believe that Susan B. Anthony is an exemplary role model for all women, as she was strong
in her beliefs and passionate for her cause.”
In addition to this activity, the seventh grade English classes had the chance to participate in a
Susan B. Anthony themed escape room, where they had to decode messages and decipher puzzles
that were based on facts about her life. This activity was a fun way to supply the seventh graders
with the basics needed to understand Miss Anthony’s life and legacy. According to seventh grader
Ruby DeAscentiis, “the escape room was a lot of fun and I learned a lot of facts about Susan B.
Anthony’s life. I think it was important to celebrate her birthday so we can remember what she
did and her impact on girls and women.” Caelyn Ford added that Susan B. Anthony inspires her
because “she stood for what she believed in and did not give in to all of the doubts around her. It’s
important we celebrate her birthday because her actions changed the world’s view on women.”
Also during this week, the National Susan B. Anthony Museum and House held its annual
Susan B. Anthony birthday celebration at the Riverside Convention Center. While the celebration
has always been a luncheon in the past, this year they chose to do a dinner to mark her bicentennial. Mrs. Baker, along with three students and several members of the Mercy community
and Board of Trustees, represented Mercy at this event. In addition to enjoying the dinner and
birthday cake, they were able to hear from Tena Clark, who was the keynote speaker. Clark is a
music producer best known for her song “Break the Chain” that was a worldwide hit for the One
Billion Rising movement, as well as the author of Southern Discomfort. Her words, and the words
of the other speakers, were inspiring and reminded all who attended that they can carry on Susan
B. Anthony’s legacy by continuing to “organize, agitate, and educate.”
To learn more about how you can get involved in the continued celebrations, visit mercyhs.
com/about/19th-amendment-centennial/or rrlc.org/rocsuffrage!

Achieving Excellence in Poetry
By Julia White
Scholastic Art and Writing awards have been allowing for the
recognition of young artists and writers since 1923. This includes
recognizing works of painting, printmaking, sculpture, and video
game design in the art category as well as works of journalism,
poetry, and short stories for the writing category, and many more
types of visual and written works. Submissions are reviewed by
panelists including past recipients of these awards. These panelists
look for unique pieces demonstrating skill and personal expression. Local awards also have a possibility of being submitted to be
considered for an additional national award. Past recipients include
Andy Warhol, Tschabalala Self, Stephen King, Charles White,
Joyce Carol Oats, and Kay Walkingstick.
This year, juniors Julia Pelletier and Mackenzie Yaddaw both
received Scholastic Art and Writing awards for 2020. Mackenzie’s
poem “Girls Don’t” received an honorable mention and Julia received an honorable mention for her poem “Oak Women,” as well
as a Gold Key Award for her other poem, “It began with women.”
Gold Key Awards will automatically be considered at the national
level.
Students should be reminded that they can always go to English
teachers for assistance in improving their writing skills and finding
opportunities to share and develop the works they create. Julia
Pelletier explained she requests input from teachers or mentors

to help her fix grammatical errors in her writing and decide if the
piece is worthy of submission or if it needs more work. Looking to
teachers for feedback can be very beneficial in the writing process.
Her advice to those thinking about submitting works to contests or
other means of recognition is to consider three important questions, “Is the topic of the piece unique? Is this piece my best work?
Did I triple-check my spelling and grammar?
More long-term ways she advised to improve writing abilities
include various exercises such as journaling and reflecting. Most
importantly, reading provides opportunity to explore new words,
writing styles, and story development. This means reading a wide
variety of genres in order to gain new insights.
In a world where STEM fields are becoming more and more
prevalent it is extremely important to take notice of and encourage
young writers and artists. Mercy makes an effort to do this through
clubs like Mercedes, giving students an opportunity to share their
creations, but there is always more to do to create an environment
where students feel comfortable and open enough to submit works
that they are proud of. Congratulations to our award winners who
are examples to all students of what hard work in order to develop
writing skills can bring, and hopefully we’ll see many more young
women writers in the coming years.

Student Engagement in the 2020 Primaries
By Laura Giugno

The 2020 primary in New York is coming up shockingly fast, now that Super Tuesday has
come and gone. April 28th is special this year for a couple of reasons. First, the 2020 primary is to
help determine the candidate running in what is going to be an election for the history books. Second, women received the right to vote a century ago after a hard fought battle that involved great
sacrifice on the part of our foremother to get us one step closer to equality. And, finally, some of
our Mercy seniors will have the privilege of exercising their democratic right that the suffragists
won for us and cast the first vote of their adult lives. It’s certainly going to be a pretty important
election.
However, to be able to cast an informed vote and fulfill one’s democratic duty, one has to be
engaged with the happenings of politics and aware of the nuances of the issues facing out country.
In a democracy, voters need to know the stances of the candidates to be able to choose someone
to champion them in government. So, how is our senior class doing at keeping up with the crazy
political world that we live in?
Senior Danielle Murphy has been making sure that she is well informed on the state of politics
in this election year. Murphy says that she became interested in discussing politics due to her love
of AP Government and Politics. Murphy stated “I believe that expressing how you feel about our
nation’s policies, stances, leadership, etc. is so very important to the country, the community, and
mostly to the individual.” How does she stay engaged in politics? Murphy says that she keeps up
by “watching debates, engaging in discussions (with both students and teachers), learning about
certain states and their political attitudes”. Murphy is a firm advocate for political engagement,
saying: “I believe that political involvement is so important (possibly one of THE most important
things) in personal/school/community life and I 100% plan on voting in the 2020 election and I
urge everyone else (who is eligible) to as well.”
Murphy is just one of many very engaged seniors in the 2020 election. Senior Lillian Frey
realized this year that she “needed to put more effort into researching this upcoming presidential

election and how I may want to vote” so she has been doing an incredible job researching the
stances of the candidates and has “made some pros and cons lists for each of the candidates”. Frey
is making it a priority to cast an informed vote in 2020. She is planning on casting a ballot in the
2020 election. Senior Paige Eaton is also planning on voting in the election. Eaton has taken the
time to educate herself, saying “To me, the most irresponsible thing I could do as a future voter is
to be uneducated on what and who I'm voting for.” As for the importance of voting? Eaton says
that students should “go out there, and make your voice heard.”
Gabriella Sartori is another senior who has been carefully considering who she wants to vote
for. She has utilized the debates to track the consistency of a candidate and his or her reliability.
Sartori says: “While I'm not positive about who I'm voting for, my goal is to continue educating
myself and remain open to different perspectives.” Fiona Conolly, for her Motto project, is holding a voter registration day to encourage students to use their democractic voices.
Ms. Zajac, the AP Government and Politics teacher, has been teaching seniors the intricacies
of the government for years. She has found that students who take AP Government “have a tendency to know, at least, what the issues are” and that some students “know quite a bit”. However,
Zajac has found that there is “a lack of understanding of nuance”, often stemming from the presentation of ideas as either/or by adults. Zajac has found that there is still an echo chamber effect
that students at Mercy need to overcome. Student engagement has been lauded by Zajac this year,
who pointed to student actions such as attending the March for Life and the Women’s March as
going above and beyond merely voting. Zajac has noticed that student political involvement and
how students engage politically has changed throughout her teaching career, as politics grew
more divisive and the media changed.
Mercy senior engagement in politics is certainly looking promising in this divisive time. All
that remains is for our students to make sure to fulfill their democractic responsibilities and vote.

The Necessity of Mental Health at Mercy
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By Olivia Storti

Around this time of year, the course selection process weighs heavily on the minds of
students. This year, various alterations have been made to the courses, such as a new MOTTO
based course for juniors and senior and a new dance elective. Mrs. Cady, a guidance counselor
here at Mercy, explains that these new options for core and elective courses provide students
with “the opportunity for growth and learning in areas that weren’t necessarily possible before.”
These new courses allow students to investigate further into topics that will influence their career
choices and personal development.
Electing which courses to take during the 2020-2021 school year can be a daunting,
confusing, and difficult task. While Mercy is blessed with a plethora of options that benefit
students, the magnitude of options also complicates fitting classes into already tight schedules.
When making course selection decisions, Mrs. Cady recommends that students remain
conscientious of balance in their lives, and make sure to “challenge themselves appropriately.”
Balance is necessary for success, and Mrs. Cady recommends prioritizing healthy practices
such as getting adequate sleep and having sufficient rest time when choosing which courses
to take. In the competitive world of college applications, it can feel necessary to take the most
difficult courses that one has access to. However, Mrs. Cady believes that during this process,
collaboration with teachers and parents should
be used to elect the classes right for individuals,
rather than the most difficult courses.
Course selection, homework, testing, and
extracurriculars can all leave students stressed
and anxious during high school. Mrs. Cady
informed The Quill that in her role as director of
wellness, she has seen “an increase in reported
levels of anxiety from parents, faculty members
and students.” “All members of the Mercy
community are all living with some stressors that

we did not necessarily have before,”
Mrs. Cady informd The Quill. In
response to this rise in anxiety, the film
Angst was shown in February. This film
stars olympian Michael Phelps, as well
as countless other parents, teachers, and
students who all collaborated to share
their hopeful stories regarding stress
and management of it. Specialists in
the mental health field also took part in
this 56 minute documentary, using their
expertise to give perspective and advice
to viewers. Angst not only provides
anecdotal examples of anxiety and the
causes of anxiety; it also proposes ways to mediate the effects of anxiety. “Showing this film was
an opportunity to engage in reflection on both anxiety at home and inside Mercy,” Mrs. Cady
said. This reflection is necessary according to Mercy’s counselling department who believes
that simple steps such as increased sleep, decreased screen time, and having conversations with
trusted adults can alleviate effects of anxiety.
Today’s world is fast paced and ever changing. High school, it seems, is no different. Yet,
the message of self care that the counselling department here at Mercy is working tirelessly to
promote is necessary. In the fast paced, stressful, complex world, it is crucial not to lose sight
of simple yet fundamental aspects of health. School is important, and difficult classes can be
beneficial, but if sleep and mental health are forsaken in order to take these classes, they may not
be worth it. During this time of decision making, the messages about anxiety featured in the film
Angst, as well as the advice of guidance counsellors should be remembered before choices are
made.
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The Legacy of Dr. King’s Dream
By Olivia Storti

Martin Luther King Junior Day is a national holiday
observed each year in honor of the birthday of revolutionary civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. Martin
Luther King Jr was born on January 15, 1929 as the son
of a Baptist minister in Atlanta, Georgia. Martin Luther
King Jr was a brilliant student, becoming valedictorian of
his class in 1951 at Morehouse College. Inspired by Mohandas Gandhi, he was a pioneer of civil disobedience,
helping to lead the Montgomery Bus Boycott, which
was one of the first major protests for the civil rights for
African Americans. He was a gifted orator, possessing
the ability to convey great cultural and social messages
within his speeches. On August 28, 1963, Martin Luther
King Jr spoke some of the most well-known words, at
one of the most renowned, influential, and revolutionary
marches of all time, the March on Washington. On this
day, he delivered his “I Have a Dream” speech, which
expresses his desire for a world rid of racism, wherein all
men are treated with the equality they inherently possess.
In 2020, mankind has made great strides in the
endeavor of achieving equality for all people. But despite

these strides, racism still exists. Racism limits opportunities for people of color in the United States, maintains
negative cultural stereotypes, and personally impacts
victims of racism. In this modern day, Martin Luther
King Jr’s words must not be forgotten. In his “I Have a
Dream” speech, Martin Luther King Jr said, “I have a
dream that my four little children will one day live in a
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their
skin but by the content of their character.” Humankind
must ask ourselves, have we created this world? Have
we truly rid the world of racism? The Critical Concern of
racism forces the Sisters of Mercy and the members of
the Mercy community to confront this question and seek
ways that humankind can achieve equality. Events such
as Critical Concerns day, and programs such as Mercy
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Mosaics strive to keep Martin Luther King Jr’s spirit and
message of equality alive by striving to attain equality in
the opportunity and treatment of all people. On this day,
let Martin Luther King Jr’s words not be forgotten, and
every day, let his words be embodied by the actions of
the Sisters of Mercy and the Mercy community.

Honoring Black History
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as a way to advocate for racial justice. These February birthdays,
along with the birthdays of Rosa Parks, Langston Hughes, Alice
Walker, Marian Anderson, and many more, are just one of the
many reasons it is important to remember black history as a part of
American culture.
Another milestone Woodson worked to bring to light is the
important anniversary on February 1st. Known today as National
Freedom Day, it commemorates Lincoln’s proposal of the 13th
amendment. This date, along with Martin Luther King Jr. Day, are
just a few of the anniversaries and holidays celebrated in February.
However, black history month is more than just a time to look back.
Sometimes, it can be easy to forget how close all of this history really
is. While the civil rights movement may feel distant, it was less than
60 years ago that Dr. King delivered his famous “I Have a Dream”
speech at the March on Washington. And it’s been less than 15 years
since the United States elected its first African American president.
With this in mind, it’s important to remember that many inequalities
still exist in today’s world and there is still much that has to be done
to reach the equality that these brave men and women dedicated their
lives to. Seeing that racism is one of the five Critical Concerns of the
Sisters of Mercy, it is especially important for all of us to be the leaders
a
of today that will create a better tomorrow. That is why Mercy instituted
new African American history class this year. Through this course, along
with the mission and work of the Mercy Mosaic club, it is evident that
Mercy girls have accepted this calling.
During the month of February, the members of the Mercy Mosaic
club featured a key figure in the ongoing fight for racial equality
each morning after announcements. From NASA mathematician
Katherine Johnson to the peace-seeking musician Bob Marley, they
highlighted the many different ways in which black history has
been made. This was meant to inspire the Mercy community to use their
unique talents and skills as a way to contribute to the ongoing fight for equality.
After all, the best way to keep history alive is to continue to make it!
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Every February, citizens across America join together to celebrate the
milestones, capabilities, and trailblazing African Americans throughout history.
While these accomplishments are important every month, February was chosen
because of its many significant birthdays, anniversaries, and more.
Even though February was officially named black history month by President
Ford in 1976, its history really starts with Carter G. Woodson in the 1930s.
Known as the “father of black history,” this historian received a doctorate from
Harvard in 1912 and with his knowledge, was able to bring awareness to the
incredible history of African Americans. He used this as a platform to campaign
for February to officially be named black
history month.
While February is often only associated
with the Civil Rights Movement of the
1960s, Woodson is proof that the roots
of African American history run much
deeper. Just last year, for example, was
the 400th year since the first African
slaves arrived in America in 1619. While
this year often goes unremembered,
it is important to recognize because it
brought more than just slaves to America.
Unfortunately, 1619 also marks the arrival
of what would become 246 terrible years
of slavery and, some may argue, even
the beginning of institutionalized racism
and prejudice against African Americans.
From this date on, countless brave
individuals have fought for the abolition
not only of slavery, but of various
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social prejudices as well. Uncoincidentally,
February is the birth month for many of these
truly groundbreaking leaders. Abolitionist and suffragist Fredrick Douglass, for
example, chose to celebrate his birthday on February 14th because his mother
used to call him “her little valentine.” In addition, February 4th is the birthday of
Alice Walker, a Pulitzer Prize winning author who is known for using literature

Britannica
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By Katherine Longuil

On January 30 and February 1, 2020 the Eastman theater
held the premiere of the documentary “Women’s Suffrage: Past
and Present.” The documentary depicted women’s suffrage in
the past, present, and future. The first act contains musical pieces composed by women only, and the second act contains five
interviews with prominent Rochestarian women set to music.
This holds a lot of significance to Mercy not only because it is
an all girls school that is home to many amazing young women,
but also because one of its students, Lola DeAscentiis, was
featured as a character.
Lola is a proud women’s suffrage enthusiast who is one
of the youngest docents at the Susan B. Anthony House.
Although Lola herself did not physically appear on stage, she
had the honor of being portrayed by an actress by the name of
Tali Beckwith-Cohen, who is a junior at SOTA. Tali is a very
accomplished actress who is bound to go very far in her future.
Lola said she is honored to have been portrayed by this talented
young lady. Due to Lola’s age, she just became a docent last
year, although she has been volunteering since she was 13. After
months of reading and training, she had to be evaluated, which
is the final step in the Anthony museum certification process.
On her evaluation day, she gave a tour to a man from Athens,
Georgia named Mark Mobley, who said he wanted to learn
more about Susan B. Anthony for a play he was writing, which
would celebrate Anthony’s bicentennial. Lola then became
certified and a couple months later received an email from the
director of Marketing and Communications at the Susan B.
Anthony house. She informed Lola that Mobley was impressed
with her tour and wanted to include her in the play. Prior to this,
he was planning on just interviewing five Rochesterian women,
but after meeting her he was so inspired that he had the idea to
include a part about the future. Upon his second visit to Rochester to conduct the interviews, he stopped by Lola’s house and
interviewed her. Lola said, “This was really neat because when
the play happened in Kodak Hall, they actually had a screen in

the background and during each interview, a picture of where
the interview took place was projected. It was pretty surprising
to see my house on a giant screen!” Lola also got to partake in
a panel before the show that took place on stage and was moderated by WXXI’s Julia Figueras. Here, she answered on the
spot questions about the show and her involvement and passion
for Susan B. Anthony for the audience to see and hear. Lola
said that this show is important, especially this year, because
not only does it educate people on Susan B. Anthony, but draws
attention to today’s women’s issues and can help people feel
more connected to such a prominent historical figure. She also
says it’s important because it shows young women
that they aren’t too young to make a difference
and encourages them to get involved. In an
inspirational flourish Lola said, “While the play
highlighted my interest in history, I also talked
about how one day, I might want to run for office. I
think that can be inspiring to girls my age because it
shows that if you have a dream, go and pursue it and
it is never too early to make a difference.” Although
these seem like simple words, they are powerful and
demonstrate that while someone may think they are too
young to make a difference or have an impact, they really aren’t and all it takes is a small step in the direction of
something that is a source of passion.
Lola makes a huge impact on many people as the
youngest docent at the Susan B. Anthony house, educating people, opening their eyes to the life of Susan B.
Anthony and inspiring many children and adults when
they visit. She helps people connect to Susan B. Anthony, to find similarities and feel inspired. While Lola has
a huge effect on others, they also have a huge effect on
her. She said she gets the opportunity to meet so many
amazing people with a variety of stories. At the end of
the performance, many of her fellow volunteers told

Mission Month
By Katherine Longuil

Service and support for those in need are
one of the most appealing things about Mercy.
Every year, March marks the start of Mission
Month. A month dedicated to the missions
Mercy is supporting, where students and
faculty partake in events and fundraisers to
raise money to support nonprofit organizations.
This year, Mercy is supporting two missions
in its Mission Month focus: Camp Good Day
& Special Times and LifeWay Network. Camp
Good Days helps children who are suffering
from the effects of cancer. LifeWay Network
works to abolish human trafficking, help
victims find safety, and spread awareness. To
raise money to support these organizations, the

middle school planned on having their very
own special activity, Mutts for the Missions.
What has traditionally been an all school event
was being transferred to the middle school.
The high school was split by grade to hold
a baked food sale (freshmen), a dance party
(sophomores), iced coffee sales (juniors) and
Shamrock Shakes (seniors). On March 17 the
school held a dress down day to raise money.
The P.E. Department also planned on hosting
their annual Badminton Tournament on the
25 and 26 with all proceeds being split evenly
between the two organizations. Stay tuned to
see how we will wrap up the missions!

Answers to Faculty Photos on Page 8

her that she inspires them, which she finds humorous because
they inspire her just as much! This is one of the many things
that Lola loves about volunteering at the house. She also loves
meeting the guests, who all bring something unique to the tour.
She even keeps track of where the visitors come from and has
met people from Israel, the Philippines, and beyond! Lola says,
“Susan B. Anthony is just so inspiring- to think that most of
the things I enjoy in my life (such as going to school, wearing
pants, and more)
would not have been possible without
women
like her shows how far we have come.
However, when you apply her story to
the present, it also shows how far we
have to go. But to think that this one
woman from Rochester was able to
have such an impact on history inspires me because it shows me that
hopefully, I can do the same. And
that is really what this project with
the RPO is all about.”

Faculty Photos
By Lola DeAscentiis and Emma Raymond

Photo #1
Each year I reluctantly get called on stage for Arts Fest!
My favorite sport is Badminton, it’s the best!
I love maps so much you could say I’m obsessed!

Photo #2
In sixth grade the moon was where I wished to fly!
I wrote fan fiction about Star Wars, Han Solo was my
favorite guy.
I still love science fiction, that I can’t deny!

OLM Observations
By Laura Giugno

Happy Birthday to everyone born in February and March! Hopefully you had or are having
a great month! For everyone born in February, you might be feeling particularly tricky. Sudden
urges to become king of Asgard? That’s probably because you share a birth month with Tom
Hiddleston, famous for playing everyone’s favorite frost giant Loki. You might want to avoid any
golden-glove-wearing purple aliens this month though. If you always prefered a mind control to
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shape-shifting, fear not! You might be able to suit up with the Avengers, because Elizabeth Olsen,
the actress who plays Scarlet Witch, is born in February. If you start seeing red mist around you,
don’t panic-- call Nick Fury.
If the MCU isn’t your cup of tea, perhaps you’d rather have coffee at Central Perk. And if
a guy named Ross introduces himself, be prepared for a very long love triangle. After all, you
might take after Jennifer Aniston, also born in February, famous for playing Rachel Green in
Friends. Be incredibly wary of making trifles in the upcoming weeks. If instead of the desire for
coffee, you have an urge to spontaneously start dancing in the next couple of weeks, embrace
it. Perhaps you are just waiting for some summer nights and belting out “We Go Together”.
Completely understandable, considering that John Travolta, who acted in Grease and in Saturday
Night Fever, was born in February. If you’d prefer to float in on an umbrella and sing “Can you
Imagine That?” you are in luck. Travolta isn’t the only musician born in February. Emily Blunt,
who played Mary Poppins in Mary Poppins Returns, is also born in February. I think that the only
thing I can say to that is Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.
Don’t worry, March babies, you have plenty of wonderful things coming up this month. Have
you always wanted to visit Wakanda? Always wanted to meet the Black Panther? Then you are
in luck, because Lupita Nyong’o, the actress who played Nakia, was born in March. Wakanda
forever! If you’d prefer to be flying spacecrafts, however, that can be arranged. You can even get
an adorable sidekick, BB-8, out of the deal! That’s right, Oscar Issac, the actor who plays Poe
Dameron, was born in March. Time to go join the Resistance. Someone has got to fight the First
Order, after all!
If you prefer to study the law (in style), March might be your lucky month. Are you feeling
a sudden desire to go argue a court case wearing all pink? Perhaps that’s because Reese Witherspoon, who plays Elle Woods in Legally Blonde, was born in March. Or maybe you feel the
need to belt out a couple of song lyrics? Do you feel that you are “far from the shallows”? Are
you adamant that it is time that a star is born? This month might be your lucky month! Yes, Lady
Gaga, who starred in A Star is Born, was born in March. It’s okay to be excited. No need to have
a “Poker Face”. Whatever this month holds for you, have an incredible birthday!

The 2020 AMC Math Competition
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By Emma Raymond

As a result of the many opportunities, Mercy provides for its students, building an impressive
resume is highly probable! One way to do this is by participating in the American Math Competition. This is open to exceptional math students in grades 8 to 12. The AMC-12 has been held at
Mercy for decades and the AMC-10 has been administered for seven years now! The AMC-8 is
given in the fall and it has been two years in the running. This test is part of the Math Association of America’s mission to foster a love for math and encourage students to further their talents
through friendly competition. The first competition was in 1950. According to the AMC,website
“ It was given in approximately 200 schools to around 6,000 students in the New York area only.
Today, the competition has grown to over 300,000 students participating annually, in over 6,000

schools.” Participating in nation-wide competitions are a perfect way to expand knowledge and
valuable experience.
This twenty-five question exam gets progressively harder as you go on. A new addition to the
grading style is that you actually lose points for an incorrect answer. Instead, if you leave a question blank you would score 1.5 out of 6 points for that question. Although the problems may seem
more difficult than what students are accustomed to, it is a perfect way to practice for higher-level
courses and different teaching styles.
This exam is a great resume builder even if you don’t perform exceptionally well on the
exam because challenging yourself is important and consistency in participating is admirable as
well. This test is also in conjunction with promoting STEM development. Each participant this
year received a sticker that read, “I am the ‘M’ in STEM!” There are fewer women involved in
STEM-related careers than men and opportunities such as this show that Mercy truly believes
young women can shine in mathematics.

The New Student
Library Committee
By Lola DeAscentiis
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Nation Honor Society
Peer Tutoring
By Laura Giugno
National Honors Society has restarted
its peer tutoring initiative for the 2019-2020
school year. NHS members will help out
classmates during Tuesdays and Thursdays
during advisement. geometry, algebra, and
Spanish will be offered on both Tuesdays and
Thursdays. A writing lab will be offered only
on Tuesdays and biology and chemistry will
be offered on Thursday. NHS tutoring is meant
to promote the pillars of NHS of scholarship,
leadership, and service, allowing members to
encourage scholarship in the school community.
There are two major changes to NHS
tutoring this year. The first is that tutoring is
not offered in the McAuley room but instead
in the room that the subject is taught in. This
is meant to make it more convenient for
students to seek assistance from NHS peer

tutors. The other change is that a writing lab
is now offered to students to help with essay
writing. The writing lab was the project of the
NHS Scholarship “A” subcommittee, under
the leadership of Anna Costello and Grace
Kurzweil. This new facet to peer tutoring is
meant to help students improve their writing
skills for English and history courses.
In fact, the writing lab is similar to
offerings by many colleges meant to help
students boost their writing abilities. Effective
communication in writing is an important skill
that this writing lab is hoping to foster in the
Mercy community. The writing lab is held in
room 206. NHS peer tutoring is a wonderful
opportunity for students to help each other to
learn and to grow.

“The only thing you absolutely have to
know the location of is the library.” In the wise
words of Albert Einstein himself, the library
truly is a necessity and Mercy is so lucky to
have one. This is why librarian Mrs. Zumchak,
who wanted “a student perspective on how
the library can best serve students” decided to
start the Library Advisory Board for Students
or LABS.
Returning to Mercy for a second year,
LABS is a library committee and club for students who enjoy reading and frequently use the
Media Center. It is open to anyone in middle
or high school who is willing to work with
Mrs. Zumchak to make the media center more
inviting for students.

In addition to discussing ways to get more
students interested in and using the media
center, club members are given the special opportunity to engage themselves in a hands-on
way. This includes creating displays, shelving,
helping choose new books, planning events,
such as Battle of the Books, and much more.
Under the leadership of seniors Brigid Marron and Pat Salcido, club members have been
enjoying themselves and appreciate the many
projects the club has to offer. LABS is flexible
with meeting times, so make sure to contact
Mrs. Zumchak if you are interested in joining.
And remember, “there is no friend as loyal as a
book” (Hemingway)!

Mercy senior and Scholar Athlete Judith Lanahan utlizes resources in the media
center. Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

New STEM Classes for the Upcoming 20202021 School Year
By Mackenzie Yaddaw

As a school focused on helping young women to reach their highest potential, Mercy strives
to offer the best classes for a varied range of interests. Because of this, Mercy has announced
several new STEM classes that will be introduced into the course selection next year. STEM, or
science, technology, engineering, and math classes, show the importance of science and engineering skills when solving problems. As Mrs. Horn, a member of the faculty involved in the
development of the initiative, says, “These skills include asking questions, gathering and analyzing information, working with others to creatively develop solutions, and communicating facts,
evidence and solutions to others to help build an understanding of issues.” While these traits are
also integrated into art and science courses at Mercy, STEM courses would offer new opportunities for young women to explore the world of science, technology, engineering, and math. Classes
that emphasize the importance of STEM will also open careers in those fields to the students that
they may have not previously considered.
The middle school has already begun to integrate STEM courses into its curriculum using
Project Lead the Way, an international STEM education program. Science 7 has incorporated two
STEM units into the course and Technology 7 uses Project Lead the Way curriculum focused on
the use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software.
By offering these courses early in middle school, students will be able to further develop an
awareness and engagement with STEM and why it is important.
Next year, Mercy plans to offer an array of STEM classes to both the middle school and high
school. In eighth grade, students can now opt to enroll in a Technical Theatre class, which will
focus on the technical aspects of theatre performances. This will teach students how to work the

lighting, sound, and design sets for theatre productions. Two new courses will be introduced next
year in the high school, AP Computer Science Principles and Cybersecurity, which is part of the
Project Lead the Way curriculum.
As students gain a better and broader understanding and interest in STEM, Mercy will continue to add courses that enrich the STEM program.

Mercy’s Catholic Identity
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By Mackenzie Yaddaw
National Catholic Schools Week is an important annual event for all Catholic Schools and is
organized by the National Catholic Education Association, also referred to as the NCEA. This
week is designed to celebrate and promote the various benefits of receiving a Catholic education.
Mercy participates in this event annually to acknowledge the deep faith and spirituality of the
Mercy community as well as the cherished Catholic identity. The events of this week also celebrate the many benefits of a Catholic education. This year, Catholic Schools Week was celebrated from January 26 to February and Mercy did not miss out on celebrating!
This year, Catholic Schools Week at Mercy was filled with activities and events that celebrated the Mercy community’s Catholic identity and spirituality. When speaking about the week,
event organizer Mrs. Cooper said, “Our activities focused on service – a key component of
Catholic education and a key facet of the Mercy experience, spirituality, and faith formation –
and recognizing our catholic faith and celebrating one’s individual faith journey, and sisterhood.”
The week also promoted one’s own individual faith journey while being supported by both a
sisterhood and a community of believers.
Catholic Schools Week began on Sunday, January 26, when Mercy students and their family
were encouraged to wear Mercy uniforms and spirit gear to Mass. During homeroom and lunch

on Monday, Mercy focused on helping those in need by accepting donations for Australian
wildfire relief. These donations were sent to our Australian Sisters of Mercy to contribute to
their progress, which also aligns with the Critical Concern of the Earth. On Tuesday, there was
a Mercy-themed photo booth in the gallery for students to visit with their friends. This fun break
helped relieve stress and encouraged students to take pride in their Mercy identity. Celebrating
a life of spirituality and faith took a more traditional form on Wednesday when all students and
staff were encouraged to attend a morning communion service at 7:45 a.m. in the Third Floor
Chapel. These communion services take place every Wednesday morning with Sister Pat, even
after Catholic Schools Week, and every student is encouraged to attend whenever they are able.
Thursday once again focused on Mercy spirit, allowing students to wear any Mercy spirit
shirt with their uniform bottoms. These Mercy spirit days help to foster a sense of community
and sisterhood between students. On Friday, Catholic Schools Week concluded with a traditional
mass, led by Fr. Robert Reiser, S.J., President of McQuaid Jesuit.
This celebration of Catholic Schools Week connects Mercy not just to a community of other
Catholic Schools, but to its own deep faith and spiritual identity. Overall, the week was considered a success and is hoped to continue next year.

Motherhouse Offers New Opportunities
By Katherine Longuil
With ever growing numbers, Mercy is always looking
for room to expand. Unfortunately, due to cost and space
issues, expansion is difficult. Thankfully, the Sisters of
Mercy have come in to help. In late fall, Sister Pat Prinzing,
RSM ‘58, approached President Pam Baker and Principal
Dr. Martin Kilbridge with the proposal of expansion into
the third floor of the Motherhouse. The desperate need for
classrooms and office space will be met in the fall of 2020*.
Teachers, who have been traveling between multiple classrooms and forced out of their classrooms during their planning periods, will no longer have to face these challenges as
frequently as they do now. With the five sisters previously
occupying the space now taking up residence in a different
sector of the Mercy Center, work on the space has begun,
and the end of term and exams will mark the start of the
move. With this move, the academic support, counseling
and other programming departments will be moving into the
Motherhouse. By doing this, counseling will become a more
private affair for students, offering a chance to feel more
relaxed and comfortable while seeing a counselor. MH-9
will also be turned back into an overflow lunch room for
the students after the leadership class relocates to the newly

renovated classroom space. There will also be a new College
Counseling Center, a conference room, and a collaborative
space for facuty in the Motherhouse. Mrs. Horn will also be
relocated to this new wing to be in close proximity to the
academic department offices. “These moves into the Motherhouse will allow some current offices in the high school to
revert to classrooms,” says Dr. Kilbridge. With all this moving
around, things are bound to change. Dr. Kilbridge said in an
interview, “You would not believe the amount of detail that
is going into this project! We want to be sure we preserve the
rich architectural detail of this space, while preparing it for
our current needs.” Indeed it is, with the age of the building, a
change like this is one for the record books, but once finished
will provide a wonderful space for students and staff alike
to find peace, quiet, and natural man made beauty where
“collaboration and synergy will be strong” (Dr. Kilbridge). It
is important to note that even though Mercy now has this new
space, it wasn’t handed out like a Christmas wrapped present.
It was an offer on behalf of the Sisters of Mercy, so the school
is leasing the space until a time comes that Mercy can expand
to its full potential.
Photo courtesy of Catholic Diocese of Rochester

*Date was set prior to COVID closing.
Additional time needed for completion.

Sisters of Mercy Respond to Violence in Iran
By Grace Kurzweil
On January 3, the U.S. military was ordered to commence air strikes near Baghdad to target
Iranian general Qasem Soleimani. This attack was part of a larger scope of tension over Iran’s
possession of missiles which the U.S. views as a threat. While these disagreements between the
U.S. and Iran over their respective nuclear policies are meant to be for the greater good of each
country (in terms of its reputation of power) and their citizens, each violent act of retaliation
fractures the fragile peace of the world while destroying numerous lives through death, injury, and
the gradual dismantling of the environment in war zones.
Witnessing the violence that has touched the lives of those in Iran and all surrounding war
zones, the Sisters of Mercy recognize that settling disputes peacefully is difficult. However,
millions of civilians have been displaced due to the violence, their homes turned into a war zone.
For the sake of these refugees, the Sisters of Mercy entreat the government to “engage in the hard
work of diplomacy” rather than continuously respond to violence with more violence.
The Sisters of Mercy express their commitment to nonviolence, as well as their concern for
immigrants seeking shelter and a way to support themselves away from the danger of the war

zone. The recent travel bans imposed on Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Myanmar, Nigeria, Sudan and
Tanzania not only prevent civilians from seeking safety, but also target the Muslim population
in those areas. Such hostile treatment of communities in need of hospitality is unacceptable, and
according to the Sisters of Mercy, “This ban expansion further foments isolationism, fear and
an anti-Muslim sentiment… our faith calls us to the opposite as we actively work against these
sentiments” (Sisters of Mercy website).
While she cannot speak for all Sisters of Mercy, Sister Karlien Bach encourages the Mercy
community to model a quality of tolerance through its attitudes and actions. In her eyes, nonviolence must be mastered in order to master other critical concerns of the Sisters of Mercy: to treat
immigrants, women, and Earth with respect and compassion, the community must first demonstrate nonviolence towards them. To combat racism, the community must first cleanse itself of
violence that prevents inclusion. Sister Karlien urges, “God cherishes diversity”—how will the
Mercy community act to cherish the same?

Critical Concerns Planned for a Week!
By Isabela Mulcahy

Lent, commencing with the celebration of Ash Wednesday, has begun, ushering in a season of growth and change. This
unique opportunity to self-reflect and prepare for Easter is strengthened by the celebration of Critical Concerns Week, which
draws students’ attention to the importance of their involvement in supporting the Critical Concerns of the Sisters of Mercy.
In the past, the lessons each year regarding the Critical Concerns have been scheduled for one day; however, this year a new
structure was developed which expanded Critical Concerns Day to Critical Concerns Week.
Mrs. Kvam, who was to instruct the sophomores during the scheduled week, explained that this change was made based
on student feedback, which said that trying to absorb all the information regarding the Critical Concerns in one day was a
bit daunting, and teacher feedback, which said one day does not seem to be enough to fully teach the Critical Concerns.The
new structure will include lessons spanning four days, which will take place during advisement with groups according to
grade level; both Sr. Karlien and Mrs. Kvam are quite excited for this, as they hope that the extended timeframe will allow
for a deeper understanding of the Critical Concerns among students. Sr. Karlien, who was a member of an international
committee responsible for selecting and defining the Critical Concerns of the Sisters of Mercy, believes that they are critical
for a reason, and she believes that the week will heighten students’ awareness of the Critical Concerns and make them more
aware of what they can do in their own lives to support the Critical Concerns. These beliefs are a foundation of Mercy’s
beliefs and teachings and though, Mrs. Kvam says, they can raise difficult issues when being taught, they are incredibly
important and a foundational belief that every Mercy student should fully understand.
Critical Concerns Week has been postponed due to the new online schooling process but is planned to happen once
school commences again. This week will still include a variety of lessons and group activities which will help to strengthen
students’ knowledge and understanding of the Critical Concerns of the Sisters of Mercy, thus helping them to become more
involved in their community and in their world.
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Speech and Debate: Reaching Goals and
Creating Friendships
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By Emma Raymond

The Mercy Speech and Debate team
has come into another season bigger and
better than ever! The team has almost
doubled in size and is also featured in
Mercy’s Angles. So far, Laura Giugno
‘20, Elizabeth Anania ‘21, Shannon
Ruppert ‘21, and Emma Raymond ‘22,
have all qualified for the State
tournament held at Hofstra University in
April. The final qualifying tournament is
on Saturday, March 7 where several
other team members hope to qualify as
well. The team has also expanded its
horizons to include a new event: student
congress. Congress, formally known as
Congressional Debate, provides students
with the opportunity to participate in a
mock Senate or House of
Representatives. At the first tournament,

held here at Mercy, Mercy’s own
Laura Giugno won for her eloquent
speeches and thoughtful questions.
There are a plethora of options for
competition events and many people
find it exciting to try new ones or find
the event that allows you to shine the
most. In particular, Elizabeth Anania
said, “The club itself is very different
from others because there is less
structure, in a good way. You have so
many options for what you choose to
do.” This is a core part of what makes
Speech and Debate so valuable
because it allows people to become
well-versed in multiple facets of
public speaking.
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Basketball
Builds Many Skills

Indoor Track: Another
Successful Season!

The Mercy basketball teams took the court sprinting this year. With coaches Tom Vasey and
Marc Binsack for varsity, Paul Petersen and Emily Geen for junior varsity, and Judy Shelton
for modified, the girls were sure to succeed. These outstanding coaches help the girls train and
prepare for games and life. With two hour practices every day (with the exception of Sundays
and game days) the girls improve and increase their skill development, conditioning, offence and
defense. The girls also play in clubs and camps during the off season to keep up with the skills
they developed, which instills commitment and perseverance in each and every one of them.
While having many home games for friends and family to watch, there are also a fair amount of
away games that require travel out of town (mostly in the Buffalo or Syracuse areas). Despite
the out of town games being a bit more challenging and having more of an impact on team
performances at times, the coaches encourage the girls to arrive early, get something to eat, and
move around so their bodies have time to adjust so they can play at peak performance.
Although performance may be slightly affected by away games, traveling also helps
team bonding. Other opportunities for the girls to bond include camps, team sleep overs, and
dinners at their fellow teammate’s houses. This bonding helps increase communication and
teamwork among the girls. As a form of preparing for sectionals and celebrating the season,
there is an annual team dinner at a nice restaurant in mid February. Basketball is important for
the girls because it is a team sport which instills trust and teamwork in order to achieve success.
Additionally, positive interaction between the players and the importance of team success over
individual success helps the girls perform at a higher level which can translate into real life and
experiences. As much as basketball is important to each individual on the team, the coaches
acknowledge the stress of midterms and give the girls time off from practice to focus on their
academics. Though basketball takes up a lot of time during the season the coaches make sure that
each student knows that its philosophy is family/faith first, school second, and the season sport
third. As a result of this the girls quickly learn to prioritize their time.

Being part of the Mercy modified indoor track team was a very enjoyable experience for the
team members. Though the team was small, they still worked hard and had fun. The season for
modified lasted for 7-8 weeks, and the team went to five meets. The team trained hard during
practice, though they always managed to keep the atmosphere light and amicable.
A normal practice in the gym included a 1-2 mile run for warm-up, then circuits, laps, and a cool
down. The circuits changed intermittently, most of them including wall sits, planks, mountain
climbers, and jumping jacks all for one minute. The team used both the workout room and the
gym for practices. In the warm up room, a group of girls would run two miles and the other
group would do circuits, switching when they finished. The cool downs consisted of slow laps
around the gym and stretches. For the few members of the team participating in field events,
1-2 days of the week would be spent practicing with the varsity team. The team was also encouraged to run and workout on the weekends. Through all of the practices, the team shared
laughs and smiles, practice providing a way for all of them to get to know each other better, becoming friends. Being on the modified track team not only provided all of them with experience
and practice, but with a strong and vibrant environment to break away from long school days,
and use their energy for something other than schoolwork. Meets could be nerve-racking, but
the girls had each other’s backs and knew they could perform well. The Mercy modified team
performed well overall, more than half of the team earning ribbons, places spanning from 2nd to
8th. The team placed well individually too. Nina Minich came in 2nd place in the 1500 meter
run, coming in at 6:21.12. Frankie Larry earned 4th place in the 45-meter hurdles, coming in at
9.37. Those were just a few of the places the modified team earned. At the end of the season,
the team left with not only ribbons but a few new friends and feelings of pride.

By Katherine Longuil

By Frankie Larry

Mercy’s FIRST Robotics Team
By Olivia Storti

is the climbing system. The climbing system uses two stages, a stationary stage and a mobile
stage. A motor is used to power a lead screw which will deliver the second stage to the climbing
beam. A rotating hook is mounted to the top of the second stage, enabling the robot to hook onto
the beam and life itself up to it using the lead screw and motor. The acquisition system is using
a transparent plastic channel, with a pulley and rotating wheels in order to gather the cargo,
which are soft yellow balls. It can then shoot the cargo into the deposit area with great speed and
accuracy.
Team 2340 was set to compete at the Finger Lakes Regional tournament on March 13.
However, when they made it to RIT, they found out some unfortunate news. Due to the recent
developments of COVID-19 in New York state and beyond, the tournament had to be cancelled
to protect everyone’s health. You can still congratulate them on building a fantastic robot!

Mercy Cheer Builds Resilience
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Each year, the STEM-based FIRST Robotics Competition takes place at 3,898 high schools
around the world. FRC, or the FIRST Robotics Competition, is a challenging competition that is
designed each year with a different theme in mind. Students participating in FRC are tasked with
designing, building, coding, and wiring a functioning robot in order to complete the game. This
task is far more complicated than it seems- there are strict provisions that teams must adhere to
regarding weight, height and perimeter of their robot.
The 2020 FRC game is Infinite Recharge, based on the concept of renewable energy that can
have positive impacts on the environment. In the arena, robots must have the ability to acquire,
deposit, and store cargo, as well as spin the control panel wheel, and climb onto the Generator
Switch, which is a beam that teeters.
Team 2340 here at Mercy has been working tirelessly designing a robot that can accomplish
all these tasks with the limited time given. A particularly fascinating aspect of this year’s robot

By Emily Richardson

The season for the JV Mercy cheer team ended this February. This season the JV team
competed in many different competitions, with their latest being in Greece, New York. According
to a member of the team, Autumn Wilson, this competition was very much unlike others they
participated in. Throughout the season the JV team never competed with an entire team as
at every competition at least one member was injured. Because of this, the routines changed
constantly, causing the team to have to put in even more work to memorize and perfect the new
version of the routine. The team practiced until the very last minute for this competition. In fact,
the routine had changed within the last three hours due to sudden injuries. This did not cause

a bad score for a JV team, the team scored a 76.5 out of 100. The team even beat some varsity
teams that attended the event. For those who are not familiar with cheer, a JV team score is
usually between 70 and 80, while varsity scores are between 80 and 100 and modified scores are
between 60 and 70. Nonetheless, they received 4th place out of all of the teams that attended.
Throughout the season, the team bonded according to Wilson, and the team members look
forward to their next season.

Costuming Adds Flair to Mercy Productions
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By Izzy Kunde

Any staged production is the sum of many parts. Those parts are things that the audience sees
as a part of the show, and there are also parts of a production that go unnoticed. And yet, if those
parts were missing, they would be noticed by their absence. Costumes are one of those important,
and sometimes overlooked, things. So Mercy’s costume mistress, Linda Wojciechowski Kunde,
talked to The Quill about how important costuming is to a production.
Izzy: Where do you find the costumes for our shows?
Mrs. Kunde: It’s a long process, that I begin almost as soon as the show is announced. First,
I do a little research about the time period during which the action of the play or musical takes
place. I learn about the conventions of that era, so I look at historical accounts online of what
people wore at that time, the kind of hairstyles that were in fashion and the use of makeup. I look
online at photos of other productions of the same show. Then, I start to have an idea of my own
that is a blend of all the information I’ve collected and reviewed.
Once I feel that I have a good understanding of the era and its styles, I reach out to other
schools and area organizations who mount theatrical productions, to borrow costume pieces. Typically, people are very receptive to loaning costumes and I have found people to be quite helpful
with offering advice and tips about what they learned while costuming a given show. Many area
high schools have an extensive costume shop, with students building and creating custom costumes for a production. I always like to borrow and collect much more than I need, so that when
I meet with each cast member, we have options and choices in terms of costume pieces. I never
want someone to be wearing a costume that doesn’t suit them or is ill-fitting.
Izzy: How do you decide which costume pieces look good or appropriate?
Mrs. Kunde: It is definitely a team approach. Ms. Gizzi and Mrs. Camacho have been very
generous in allowing me to take the lead in creating a palette for each of the shows I’ve costumed. Once I begin to develop a palette for a show, I collect costume pieces within that palette.
The next step is the most fun: meeting with each cast member. I like to speak with each cast
member to get to know them a little and understand their responsibilities in the show. This way,
we can select pieces that will serve them well while on the stage. If you have a dance number

and are told to wear a long narrow skirt, it could be difficult to dance well and also look good! So
we try to find the right clothing in the initial stages of costuming so that every cast member feels
good about what they are wearing. I have rarely costumed a show that doesn’t require cast members to change costumes. In Millie, for example, everyone had at least five costume changes. This
makes for a lot of clothes and chaos backstage, but it does also give the show a more realistic
look, mimicking real life and real time. After all - who wears the same outfit day after day? If the
passage of time is clearly defined by the action of the show, there needs to a costume change.
Izzy: How did you start in costuming?
Mrs. Kunde: Three summers ago, Ms. Gizzi and Mrs. Camacho approached me to help with
costumes. I said yes, and here I am. I have spent the last thirty-plus years in and out of theaters,
backstage and in the house, overseas and in the US. observing and learning so much while I
was travelling with my husband. I have had the unique opportunity to meet some of the greatest
stage directors and their teams, who have designed some truly gorgeous, outrageous, wild shows.
Costume design is an integral part to every production and makes a strong impact on the overall
composition of the show. Being so close to the process has given me the chance to learn from
some of the best in the business. I have learned so much about this aspect of a production.
Izzy: Why Mercy?
Mrs. Kunde: Of course, I love to volunteer here. And I have many fond memories of my days
on the Mercy stage. I was involved in the fall musical and spring drama every year, so I spent
many hours in the auditorium, on the stage, and in those dressing rooms. I remember meeting
with the moms who helped pull our costumes together at that time, and it was an important part of
our theater experience here. When invited to participate, I wanted to help and to make a positive
difference in the performing arts program here.
Izzy: Thank you for sharing your thoughts about costuming. We’ll look forward to the
next show and seeing what you design for costumes, knowing a little bit more about your
process.

Message to the Monarch
Dear Monarch:
Where do the Critical Concerns and Core Values come from? What do they mean?

•

Sincerely,
Critically Confused

•
•

Dear Critically,
Good question! First of all, the Critical Concerns are
the Earth, Women, Immigrants, Racism, and Nonviolence.
The Core Values are hospitality, compassionate service,
justice-making, concern for women, and global vision,
from Our Lady of Mercy’s website. Remind you of summer
reading essays? That is just one way that these ideas are incorporated into the curriculum. The Critical Concerns and
Core Values actually come from the Sisters of Mercy. As
you know, Our Lady of Mercy has a wonderful connection
with the Sisters of Mercy as an aspect of their education
ministry for young women (perhaps you remember foundress day and the video of Catherine McAuley?). The Critical Concerns and Core Values reflect this aspect of Mercy’s
founding and mission. The emphasis placed on these in the
curriculum is meant to help students to understand problems facing the world. Our Mercy education is all about
transforming students to help them to become leaders in the
community. The Critical Concerns show some of the issues
that we can focus on when we go to “fight the good fight”

(1 Timothy 6:12) and try to improve the world. The Core
Values help to provide us with values that we should try to
emulate in our life. Still confused? I promise that you will
go over these extensively when preparing for your Motto
project senior year.
As for what these mean, I think that the answer lies
in Sr. Karlien’s Morality class. Don’t worry-- you’ll get
a chance to take this class junior year and you will love
it. For all of you underclassmen who still have a while
until this course, here is a quick explanation. The Critical
Concerns and Core Values are guides to help us not only
live moral lives, but to also stand up and try to improve
the world. As long as we go out into the world with the
Core Values guiding us, we will be able to live lives that do
good, as opposed to evil. So what are the Critical Concerns
and Core Values of Mercy? They are perhaps the most
important lessons that you will learn in the halls of Mercy
and take out into the world.

Letter From the Editor
By Emily Richards

February was Black History Month, and thanks to the
Mercy Mosaic Club we had the wonderful opportunity
every day to hear a fact about African American heroes,
including Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr, and others
that led the Civil Rights Movement. Throughout our country, in the month of February, we are reminded of the many
sacrifices that those men and women made during not only
the Civil Rights Movement but also those who stood up
for change when they saw it necessary. Because of their
sacrifices, we can live in a world today that is more just
and we are closer as a global family. However, we are not
completely there on our way to equality.
There are many ways that we can still fight the inequality that is presented in our world today. There are many
examples of gender inequality, such as through the wage
gap, or through racial inequality. In the month of February,

when we were especially remembering those who worked
towards a world in which we should all be judged not by
anything that is out of our control, such as race or gender,
but instead by who we are as people, we should fight to
further their work and make this world a truly equal place.
There was an announcement in the morning on the final
day of school in February. It spoke about that although
Black History Month had ended, we should not forget the
many that fought for civil rights and equality for all. As
February comes to a close we should remind ourselves of
the sacrifices that many have made in order for us to get
to where we are today, including those we may have not
known personally that fought for equality for us all not
only in February but every day. We should do this, as well
as continue to break down the barriers that separate us so
that we may fight the global issues that we all face together.

•
•
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